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About Alexandra…

AWAKENER * ALCHEMIST * AUTHOR

As a channel and teacher of angels and alchemy, pioneer of Precious Wisdom and
priestess of the divine feminine, Alexandra Wenman is the go-to voice for the

cosmically curious. Devoted to normalising the conversation about spirituality and
awakening, Alexandra brings the ‘out there’ in here with her down-to-earth approach

to channelling higher wisdom, connecting to angels and guides, navigating the
dreamscape, accessing our soul records, recognising our true multidimensional

birth-right and honouring our divinity.

Acting as a cosmic compass, light-bringer, activator, alchemist, channel and seer,
Alexandra facilitates deep healing and transformation in her sessions and

workshops by connecting you with your higher self and light guides, giving you
access to your soul records, inspiring you to discover your inner magic and lovingly
guiding you to a deeper understanding of who you are. A trusted author, speaker,

healer, poet and presenter, Alexandra has become a go-to expert and wise woman
in a world that is waking up quicker than ever before.

Previously editor of Prediction, a national holistic magazine, articles by and about
Alexandra have appeared in Spirit & Destiny, Natural Health, NOW, Women’s Weekly,

Chat It’s Fate and Kindred Spirit magazines. Her collections of poetry 'Poems of
Precious Wisdom' and 'The Poetry of Light' are out now through Amazon and Barnes

and Noble.

Alexandra has previously co-authored '21 Rituals To Connect With Nature' by Theresa
Cheung (Watkins), and has written for Jenny Smedley’s 'A Year With The Angels'

(Hay House), 'Starting a Spiritual Business' by Charlotte Anne Edwards (John Hunt)
and Amazon bestselling anthology 'Thresholds – 75 stories of How Changing Your

Perspective Can Change Your Life'. 

Alexandra presents 'Believe in Angels' for Sky's Feel Good Factor TV and her first card
deck 'Archangel Fire Oracle' (Findhorn / Inner Traditions) is out in April 2021. 

For free guidance and expert interviews, watch 
'The Alexandra Wenman Show' on YouTube.



Awakener, Alchemist,
Author, Presenter, 

 Teacher, Channel… 

ABOUT THE SHOW
The Alexandra Wenman Show is a webTV

series focusing on mind, body, spirit,
wellbeing and all things to do with

awakening consciousness. 
As a healer and spiritual channel,
Alexandra has created a platform

through which to share the wealth of
wisdom rising on the planet with the

return of the Divine feminine. The show
offers inspiration from expert interviews

with authors, healers, teachers and
visionaries to news, events, festivals,

sacred travel and retreats. 

METRICS &
ANALYTICS
- Instagram: 10K Followers
- Email database: 5K Subscribers
- YouTube: 4K Subscribers
- Facebook: 2.5K Fans

DIVINE IS THE 
NEW NORMAL…

- Author & Poet
- Speaker 
- Presenter
- Private Healing Sessions
- Channelled Guidance
- Webinars & Online Courses 
- Talks, Workshops & Events
- Retreats & Festivals 
- Healing & Women's Circles 
- Spiritual Weddings & Ceremonies
- Brand Ambassadorships
- Collaborations



Endorsements 
for Alexandra's

work…

DIANA COOPER ON
PRECIOUS WISDOM:

"I could feel the power of this healing
energy and a beautiful golden warmth

surging through me especially when
the symbols were activated by the

sounds Alexandra was given. A special
technique coming through to help

prepare us for the new Golden Age."

THERESA CHEUNG 
ON ALEXANDRA:
"She’s beautiful inside and out… 

One of those people who can offer 
us deeper meaning and insight 

and perhaps suggest ways we can 
grow stronger from what we are 

all going through right now 
is Alexandra Wenman."

DIANA COOPER 
ON ALEXANDRA:

"Alexandra carries an angelic light 
that shines through her work.”



Client
Testimonials

THE ALEXANDRA
WENMAN SHOW:
“When I was really, really struggling
with my health issues, and almost

didn’t know if I was going to survive,
her interviews brought me exactly
whom I needed to read at every

stage of my healing. It was
miraculous how it all unfolded. I am
deeply grateful for her work.” – Anna

THE ORDER OF
THE GODDESS:

‘"What an incredible day. This was my first
'Goddess' day and I had no idea what was
involved. The other women were so lovely

and the energy was incredible.  The
meditations were powerful as was the

channelled message. Alexandra Wenman
holds the space with unconditional love

and each and everyone of us felt her
magic.  Thank you Alexandra for such a

beautiful day." – Krystyna

PRIVATE
HEALING

SESSIONS:
‘Hi Alexandra, I just had to send you a
note to say "WOW" and thank you. You
are such a blessing in my life. I am so

grateful for your guidance and support
and, of course, the assistance of your
spectacular guides. You have set me
on an exciting trajectory, Alexandra,
and I am forever grateful.’ – Kristen



Testimonials
continued…

PRECIOUS WISDOM
ALCHEMY:

"What an incredibly insightful journey.
What an experience. 3 magical days, full of

joy, insight, purity, unconditional love,
empowerment and divinity. Alexandra

Wenman is an amazingly gifted teacher.
Her reassuring, understanding, genuinely

caring, immensely intuitive nature is
beyond words. Precious wisdom is the

present of your future. I am eagerly
anticipating the second level. Namaste." 

– Alexandros

WORKSHOPS
AND SESSIONS:

"I've done a lot of courses in energy work
and there are few teachers who are

genuinely kind. Alexandra's pure intent
shines through. This is so important
when teaching. Because of this, the

energy in the room was phenomenal and
what I felt during the practical sessions
was immense. With Alexandra and the
angels' help, I got so much clarity on a
problem I had been dealing with and

was able to simply let go." CL

ARCHANGEL
DIAMOND FLAME

ALCHEMY:
"It is not often that you meet healers who work

purely out of unconditional love or from the
heart! When you do, keep hold of them because

love is where the real power unfolds. I am so
profoundly grateful to have Alexandra in my life

and she has done so much for me in terms of
healing and clairvoyance, which is astonishingly

accurate! Her connection to Spirit and the
angels is second to none and she works purely

from her beautiful heart space and
unconditional love. I would highly recommend

her." – Sandy



Archangel
Fire Oracle

(Inner
Traditions)

THERESA CHEUNG,
SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLING 

AUTHOR, SAYS: 
"These cards will 
give you wings!"

DIANA COOPER,
INTERNATIONAL

BESTSELLING
ANGEL AUTHOR,

SAYS:
"Because Alexandra carries an

angelic light, this shines through her
work and creates a bridge to you that
makes it easier to access the energy

in the cards. So working with this
deck is an excellent way of

connecting with the angelic realms
and tuning into individual Archangels

who come to you."



Poems of
Precious
Wisdom

FORMER DIRECTOR 
OF ALTERNATIVES,

STEVE NOBEL, SAYS: 
"Alexandra - amazing Intuitive channel

and wisdom teacher presents a bag 
of poetical jewels that takes us deep
into earthy mystery and at the same
time soaring into heavenly delights.

Deep, fluid, evocative, wild and
passionate,I found this book to be 

an expression of pure gold."

MYSTIC GUIDE AND
SPIRITUAL EVENTS
FACILITATOR, AVI

ESTHER, SAYS:
‘Precious Wisdom is the grace and
courage to rise and integrate while
being fearlessly ready to embrace

life… and every situation which
arises… Thank you, Alexandra

Wenman, for being such a magical
and powerful part of my day! 

(If you don’t know her check out her
channel and healing work).’



The Poetry
of Light

SHAMRANG KAUR / GEMMA
BLISS, AUTHOR AND

KUNDALINI YOGI, SAYS: 

"These precious poems articulate what
cannot be expressed in the prosaic –
they shine a light on a sacred truth to
which mundane words can never do

justice. And reading them is like a balm
to the soul. I imagine this book as an
oracle deck – flick through and allow

your intuition to pick a page. Alexandra
will offer up the perfect pearl of wisdom

for you in that moment."

ANGELINA
KALAHARI,

AUTHOR AND
FORMER

OPERATIC
SOPRANO, SAYS:

"Through words like flow like water
and sound like music, Alexandra

gives us these powerful poems as a
gift that raises our vibration even as

we read them."



BOOKS AND ANTHOLOGIES 
CO-AUTHORED BY 

ALEXANDRA… 



MEDIA, EVENTS &
APPEARANCES



BRANDS ALEXANDRA 
HAS WORKED WITH… 



Contact
FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES, MEDIA AND

SPEAKING REQUESTS, PLEASE
CONTACT ALEXANDRA AT:

INFO@ALEXANDRAWENMAN.COM

WEBSITE:  ALEXANDRAWENMAN.COM
YOUTUBE:  WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/ALEXANDRAWENMAN

INSTAGRAM: @ALEXANDRACWENMAN
FACEBOOK: ALEXANDRA WENMAN


